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Tell Us Something True
Newbery Honor Book * ALA Notable Children's Book “A beautifully written and
imaginatively constructed novel that speaks to the power of survival and the
delicacy of grief.” —School Library Journal (starred review) This acclaimed
bestselling Newbery Honor Book from multi-award-winning author Sharon Creech is
a classic and moving story of adventure, self-discovery, and one girl's
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independence. Thirteen-year-old Sophie hears the sea calling, promising adventure
and a chance for discovery as she sets sail for England with her three uncles and
two cousins. Sophie’s cousin Cody isn’t so sure he has the strength to prove
himself to the crew and to his father. Through Sophie’s and Cody’s travel logs, we
hear stories of the past and the daily challenges of surviving at sea as The
Wanderer sails toward its destination—and its passengers search for their places in
the world. “Sophie is a quietly luminous heroine, and readers will rejoice in her
voyage.” —BCCB (starred review) "Like Creech's Walk Two Moons and Chasing
Redbird, this intimate novel poetically connects journey with self-discovery.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Jailbait
Gritty and hard hitting, this is thoughtful teen fiction at its finest. Seventeen-yearold Tyler is the popular boy in high school after years of being "the geek". But then
Bethany - rich, blonde, beautiful - is the victim in a teenage sex scandal, and
somehow Tyler is the prime suspect. Can Tyler find a way out of the mess he's in?

Odessa Again
“Hilarious.” – USA TODAY “Dead-on and hilarious.”—BOOKLIST Lynn Wyman,
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creator and master of The Wyman Method, lives a dream life. After years of
success running her own private practice that teaches men how to communicate
with women, and now penning a bestseller, she's on the cusp of scoring her own
TV show. It's a busy time, but thanks to her patented method, her home life is
doing just fine. Kip, husband and poster child for The Wyman Method, is always
sure to have dinner ready just as Lynn walks through the door. He's sensitive,
thoughtful, responsible--and he's been seeing someone else. Lynn is heartbroken
when she discovers him cheating, but to make matters worse, the tabloids have
just found out. She's ruined. Mourning her career with her girlfriends one day, Lynn
picks up the "America’s Toughest Bosses” issue of Fortune magazine, featuring
macho bad boy CEO Brandon Brock. Struck with a brilliant scheme, she sets off to
seduce this chauvinist playboy and turn him into the perfect Wyman Method
success story. A simple enough task for a powerhouse like Lynn, but she hits just a
few small snags. She's falling for this pigheaded patsy fast, and while she's
wrestling with her emotions, a mystery person is trying to end her career.

We Are the Goldens
This newly reissued debut book in the Rutgers University Press Classics Imprint is
the story of the search for a rocket propellant which could be trusted to take man
into space. This search was a hazardous enterprise carried out by rival labs who
worked against the known laws of nature, with no guarantee of success or safety.
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Acclaimed scientist and sci-fi author John Drury Clark writes with irreverent and
eyewitness immediacy about the development of the explosive fuels strong
enough to negate the relentless restraints of gravity. The resulting volume is as
much a memoir as a work of history, sharing a behind-the-scenes view of an
enterprise which eventually took men to the moon, missiles to the planets, and
satellites to outer space. A classic work in the history of science, and described as
“a good book on rocket stuff…that’s a really fun one” by SpaceX founder Elon
Musk, readers will want to get their hands on this influential classic, available for
the first time in decades.

Mother Land
Andrea Robin Kaplan is a clique unto herself. In other words, she has no friends.
Her only goal is get through high school with the least amount of humiliation
possible, which should be easy— nothing ever happens in the suburbs, right?
Wrong. One day, as Andi walks home from school, a little brown VW drives up and
she meets Frank. Frank makes her feel beautiful and special. With Frank, Andi
forgets how alone she is. From boundary breaking author Lesléa Newman comes a
haunting story about a girl who is all alone, and a man old enough to know better.
From the Hardcover edition.
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A Brief Chapter in My Impossible Life
The Harlem Renaissance was an unprecedented period of vitality in the American
Arts. Defined as the years between 1910 and 1927, it was the time when Harlem
came alive with theater, drama, sports, dance and politics. Looking at events as
diverse as the prizefight between Jack Johnson and Jim 'White Hope' Jeffries, the
choreography of Aida Walker and Ethel Waters, the writing of Zora Neale Hurston
and the musicals of the period, Krasner paints a vibrant portrait of those years.
This was the time when the residents of northern Manhattan were leading their
downtown counterparts at the vanguard of artistic ferment while at the same time
playing a pivotal role in the evolution of Black nationalism. This is a thrilling piece
of work by an author who has been working towards this major opus for years now.
It will become a classic that will stay on the American history and theater shelves
for years to come.

Doctors
“Lively and evocative, Mother Land is a deftly crafted exploration of identity and
culture, with memorable and deeply human characters who highlight how that
which makes us different can ultimately unite us.”—Amy Myerson, author of The
Bookshop of Yesterdays and The Imperfects From the critically acclaimed author of
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America for Beginners, a wonderfully insightful, witty, and heart-piercing novel, set
in Mumbai, about an impulsive American woman, her headstrong Indian mother-inlaw, and the unexpected twists and turns of life that bond them. When Rachel
Meyer, a thirtysomething foodie from New York, agrees to move to Mumbai with
her Indian-born husband, Dhruv, she knows some culture shock is inevitable.
Blessed with a curious mind and an independent spirit, Rachel is determined to
learn her way around the hot, noisy, seemingly infinite metropolis she now calls
home. But the ex-pat American’s sense of adventure is sorely tested when her
mother-in-law, Swati, suddenly arrives from Kolkata—a thousand miles
away—alone, with an even more shocking announcement: she’s left her husband
of more than forty years and moving in with them. Nothing the newlyweds say can
budge the steadfast Swati, and as the days pass, it becomes clear she is here to
stay—an uneasy situation that becomes more difficult when Dhruv is called away
on business. Suddenly these two strong-willed women from such very different
backgrounds, who see life so differently, are alone together in a home that each is
determined to run in her own way—a situation that ultimately brings into question
the very things in their lives that had seemed perfect and permanent . . . with
results neither of them expect. Heartfelt, charming, deeply insightful and wise,
Mother Land introduces us to two very different women from very different
cultures . . . who maybe aren’t so different after all.

The Summer I Learned to Fly
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When nine-year-old Odessa Green-Light stomps out her frustration at being sent to
her room after shoving her annoying little brother, one particularly big stomp
sends Odessa flying through the floorboards and mysteriously twenty-four hours
back in time.

Reading the Past Across Space and Time
Seventeen-year-old Harper Evans hopes to escape the effects of her father's
divorce on her family and friendships by volunteering her summer to build a house
in a small Tennessee town devastated by a tornado.

The Wanderer
When Anna, Emma, and Mariah concoct a story about why they are late getting
home one Friday night, their lie has unimaginable consequences for the girls, their
families, and the community.

Harmless Study Guide
A Beautiful Pageant
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The Boomerang Effect
The author relates how, as a young adult, he became a drug user and smuggler,
was arrested, did time in prison, and eventually got out and went to college, all the
while hoping to become a writer. An ALA Notable Book. Reprint.

Boy Toy
This study guide enables students to gain in-depth understanding of Dana
Reinhardt's novel Harmless. The wide range of activities and exercises are
designed to further students' writing, speaking, critical and analytical thinking
skills, as well as their imagination and creativity. Pre-reading tasks encourage
students to anticipate developments, discuss expectations, express opinions. Each
section provides summary tasks, progressively challenging vocabulary exercises,
text comprehension, discussion questions, and novel-based writing tasks. Graphic
organizers teach students to structure information visually, develop understanding
of elements of literature and their effects, allow to identify and analyze
relationships and conflicts and thus raise awareness of interpersonal dynamics and
ethics. Strategies of text composition offer instruction for writing different text
types. The many activities provide teachers with opportunities for varied
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assessment. Intended for grades 7-10.

Harmless
"I didn't decide to become anorexic. It snuck up on me disguised as a healthy diet,
a professional attitude. Although there was a certain glamour to anorexics, I didn't
want to be one. I just wanted to excel in dieting. And weighing in at 80 pounds on
300 calories a day, I was the best little dieter there ever was." In scalding prose,
Portia de Rossi reveals the pain and illness that haunted her for decades. She
alternately starved herself and binged, putting her life in danger and lying to
herself and everyone around her about the depth of her illness. From her lowest
point, Portia began the painful climb back to health and happiness, ultimately
falling head over heels in love with Ellen DeGeneres. In this remarkable and
landmark book, she tells a story that inspires hope and nourishes the spirit.

The First Resort of Kings
"The eventually internationally recognized writer Lily Blennerhassett" spends her
thirteenth summer missing her best friend and keeping a journal of her boring life
at home and exciting newly-discovered relatives.
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Thirteen Reasons Why
Nat, Lise, and Sofia are best friends. This year, their last year of high school, none
of them foresees the changes that will occur in their lives. This is the year that
Nat—the go-between, the peacemaker—gets a job and meets a drop-dead
gorgeous chef named Josh. This is the year that Lise—quiet, shy, and solitary
Lise—decides to take control of her life by taking control of her weight. This is the
year that Sofia—the ultimate guy magnet—gets her nose pierced and falls
seriously in love for the first time in her life. This is the year that will change each
of them forever.

Hole in My Life
Sixteen-year-old atheist Simone Turner-Bloom's life changes in unexpected ways
when her parents convince her to make contact with her biological mother, an
agnostic from a Jewish family who is losing her battle with cancer.

Lily B. on the Brink of Cool
"Action, adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot seductionBec McMaster offers it
all."—Eve Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh A brilliantly creative debut where
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vampires, werewolves, and clockwork creatures roam the mist–shrouded streets of
London When Nowhere is Safe Most people avoid the dreaded Whitechapel district.
For Honoria Todd, it's the last safe haven. But at what price? Blade is known as the
master of the rookeries—no one dares cross him. It's been said he faced down the
Echelon's army single–handedly, that ever since being infected by the
blood–craving he's been quicker, stronger, and almost immortal. When Honoria
shows up at his door, his tenuous control comes close to snapping. She's
soinnocent. He doesn't see her backbone of steel—or that she could be the very
salvation he's been seeking.

Twisted
A hilariously subversive YA debut that explores the meaning of friendship and
loyalty, and also why you should avoid being trapped in a small space with an
angry chicken. Perfect for fans of Andrew Smith’s Winger and Frank Portman’s King
Dork. It all started with a harmless prank. But now high school junior Lawrence
Barry is one step away from reform school unless he participates in a mentorship
program. His mentee? Spencer Knudsen, a Norwegian exchange student with
Spock-like intelligence but the social skills of the periodic table. Then disaster
strikes. Homecoming Week. When someone dressed as the school Viking mascot
starts destroying the fairytale-inspired floats, all suspicion falls on Lawrence. Add
to the mix a demon Goth girl, a Renaissance LARPing group, an overzealous
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yearbook editor, and three vindictive chickens, and Lawrence soon realizes that his
situation may be a little out of control. But Spencer seems to have some answers.
In fact, Spencer may be the one friend Lawrence never knew he needed.

How to Build a House
"Since their parents divorce when they were young, Nell and her sister Layla have
been each other's stability and support. When Layla starts to pull away, Nell
discovers a secret: Layla is involved with one of their teachers. Nell struggles with
what to do"--

Unbearable Lightness
Iceling
Although they have never gotten along well, seventeen-year-old Levi follows his
older brother Boaz, an ex-Marine, on a walking trip from Boston to Washington,
D.C. in hopes of learning why Boaz is completely withdrawn.

Hand-book of the Law of Torts
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From the author of How We Die, the extraordinary story of the development of
modern medicine, told through the lives of the physician-scientists who paved the
way. How does medical science advance? Popular historians would have us believe
that a few heroic individuals, possessing superhuman talents, lead an unselfish
quest to better the human condition. But as renowned Yale surgeon and medical
historian Sherwin B. Nuland shows in this brilliant collection of linked life portraits,
the theory bears little resemblance to the truth. Through the centuries, the men
and women who have shaped the world of medicine have been not only very
human, but also very much the products of their own times and places. Presenting
compelling studies of great medical innovators and pioneers, Doctors gives us a
fascinating history of modern medicine. Ranging from the legendary Father of
Medicine, Hippocrates, to Andreas Vesalius, whose Renaissance masterwork on
anatomy offered invaluable new insight into the human body, to Helen Taussig,
founder of pediatric cardiology and co-inventor of the original "blue baby"
operation, here is a volume filled with the spirit of ideas and the thrill of discovery.

Leaving Jetty Road
Poppy is an aptly named red-head with an attitude problem. Yet, beneath her
normally cool, dismissive exterior is a more vulnerable, likeable side.At home with
her adoptive mother, tensions abound as Poppy focuses her teenage angst by
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fantasizing about the birth mother she has never known. After a row with her
mother, and hoping to trace her real mother, Poppy takes off to visit her father and
his new family in Winnipeg.

The War of the American Revolution
Josh Mendel has a secret. Unfortunately, everyone knows what it is. Five years ago,
Josh’s life changed. Drastically. And everyone in his school, his town—seems like
the world—thinks they understand. But they don’t—they can’t. And now, about to
graduate from high school, Josh is still trying to sort through the pieces. First
there’s Rachel, the girl he thought he’d lost years ago. She’s back, and she’s
determined to be part of his life, whether he wants her there or not.Then there are
college decisions to make, and the toughest baseball game of his life coming up,
and a coach who won’t stop pushing Josh all the way to the brink. And then there’s
Eve. Her return brings with it all the memories of Josh’s past. It’s time for Josh to
face the truth about what happened. If only he knew what the truth was . . .

The Psychological Well-Being of Nonhuman Primates
“This novel is a ray of light in the canon of vacation lit—in Reinhardt’s hands,
paradise gone wrong feels very right.” —People A private Mexican villa is the
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backdrop to this smart, absorbing story of a milestone vacation in a tropical
paradise gone wrong, wrong, wrong Two families arrive in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico,
for a once-in-a-lifetime vacation. Jenna has organized the trip to celebrate her
husband's fiftieth birthday--she's been looking forward to it for months. She's sure
everything is going to be just perfect--and the margarita refills delivered by the
house staff certainly don't hurt, either. What could go wrong? Yet as the families
settle into their vacation routines, their best friends suddenly seem like annoying
strangers, and even Jenna's reliable husband, Peter, is sharing clandestine phone
calls with someone--but who? Jenna's teenage daughter, Clem, is spending an
awful lot of time with Malcolm, whose questionable rep got him expelled from
school. Jenna's dream of the ultimate celebration begins to crack and eventually
crumbles completely, leaving her wondering whom she can trust, and whether her
privileged life is about to be changed forever. Readers of Emma Straub, Meg
Wolitzer and Delia Ephron will love this sharply funny novel. Whether you're
putting it in your carry-on to read on the beach or looking to escape the dead-ofwinter blues, Tomorrow There Will Be Sun is the perfect companion.

Raspberry House Blues
Featuring leading scholars in their fields, this book examines receptions of ancient
and early modern literary works from around the world (China, Japan, Ancient
Maya, Ancient Mediterranean, Ancient India, Ancient Mesopotamia) that have
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circulated globally across time and space (from East to West, North to South, South
to West). Beginning with the premise of an enduring and revered cultural past, the
essays go on to show how the circulation of literature through translation and other
forms of reception in fact long predates modern global society; the idea of national
literary canons have existed just over a hundred years and emerged with the idea
of national educational curricula. Highlighting the relationship of culture and
politics in which canons are created, translated, promulgated, and preserved, this
book argues that such nationally-defined curricula were challenged by critics and
writers in the wake of the Second World War.

Female Intelligence
There was a man. He had a knife. He attacked us down by the river. It was just a
harmless little lie. Anna, Emma and Mariah concoct a story about why they're late
getting home one night—a story that will replace their parents' anger with concern.
They just have to stand by it. No matter what. Suddenly the police are involved,
and the town demands that someone be punished. And then there is the man who
is arrested and accused of a crime that never happened. From the Hardcover
edition.

Ignition!
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This book provides case studies and general views of the main processes involved
in the ecosystem shifts occurring in the high mountains and analyses the
implications for nature conservation. Case studies from the Pyrenees are
preponderant, with a comprehensive set of mountain ranges surrounded by highly
populated lowland areas also being considered. The introductory and closing
chapters will summarise the main challenges that nature conservation may face in
mountain areas under the environmental shifting conditions. Further chapters put
forward approaches from environmental geography, functional ecology,
biogeography, and paleoenvironmental reconstructions. Organisms from microbes
to large carnivores, and ecosystems from lakes to forest will be considered. This
interdisciplinary book will appeal to researchers in mountain ecosystems, students
and nature professionals. This book is open access under a CC BY license.

High Mountain Conservation in a Changing World
Includes an introduction by the author, alternate ending, early notes and ideas,
deleted scenes, discussion guide, and town map on reverse side of jacket.

Immune Mediated Diseases
PURE. UNPLANNED. PERFECT. Those were Nick’s summer plans before Sasha
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stepped into the picture. With the collateral damage from his parents’ divorce still
settling and Dani (his girl of the moment) up for nearly anything, complications are
the last thing he needs. All that changes, though, when Nick runs into Sasha at the
beach in July. Suddenly he’s neck-deep in a relationship and surprised to find he
doesn’t mind in the least. But Nick’s world shifts again when Sasha breaks up with
him. Then, weeks later, while Nick’s still reeling from the breakup, she turns up at
his doorstep and tells him she’s pregnant. Nick finds himself struggling once more
to understand the girl he can’t stop caring for, the girl who insists that it’s still
over. From the Hardcover edition.

Harmless
Thirteen-year-old Drew starts the summer of 1986 helping in her mother's cheese
shop and dreaming about co-worker, Nick. But when her widowed mother begins
dating, Drew turns to her father's copy of "The Book of Lists," her pet rat, and
Emmett--a boy on a quest--to help her cope.

The Virtual Window
A 1985 amendment to the Animal Welfare Act requires those who keep nonhuman
primates to develop and follow appropriate plans for promoting the animals'
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psychological well-being. The amendment, however, provides few specifics. The
Psychological Well-Being of Nonhuman Primates recommends practical approaches
to meeting those requirements. It focuses on what is known about the
psychological needs of primates and makes suggestions for assessing and
promoting their well-being. This volume examines the elements of an effective
care program--social companionship, opportunities for species-typical activity,
housing and sanitation, and daily care routines--and provides a helpful checklist for
designing a plan for promoting psychological well-being. The book provides a
wealth of specific and useful information about the psychological attributes and
needs of the most widely used and exhibited nonhuman primates. Readable and
well-organized, it will be welcomed by animal care and use committees, facilities
administrators, enforcement inspectors, animal advocates, researchers,
veterinarians, and caretakers.

Shift
Olive Corbett is not crazy. Not anymore. She obediently takes her meds and stays
under the radar at school. After “the incident,” Olive just wants to avoid any more
trouble, so she knows the smartest thing is to stay clear of the new girl who is
rumored to have quite the creepy past. But there’s no avoiding Miranda Vaile. As
mousy Miranda edges her way into the popular group, right up to the side of queen
bee Katie – and pushes the others right out – only Olive seems to notice that
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something strange is going on. Something almost . . . parasitic. Either Olive is
losing her grip on reality, or Miranda Vaile is stealing Katie’s life. But who would
ever believe crazy Olive, the girl who has a habit of letting her imagination run
away with her? And what if Olive is the next target? A chilling psychological thriller
that tears through themes of identity, loss, and toxic friendship, Shift will leave
readers guessing until the final pages.

The Invisible Government
The author "examines the window as metaphor, as architectural component, and
as an opening to the dematerialized reality framed on the screen, reminding us
that how the world is framed is as important as what is in the frame." -- back
cover.

I Know It's Over
"After River Dean's girlfriend breaks up with him, he stumbles upon a teen group
and unintentionally fakes an addiction"--

Tomorrow There Will Be Sun
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A landmark study of the most-neglected tool of U.S. foreign policy

The Things a Brother Knows
"A story that delivers action, conspiracy, and betrayal alongside a meditation on
love, family connection, and humanity." —Publishers Weekly Sasha Stephenson's
intriguing debut is a combination road trip story and sci-fi adventure about the
strange, strong bond between two sisters. Fans of Under the Never Sky and The
Darkest Minds will devour ICELING, the first book in a new and utterly original sci-fi
series. Seventeen-year-old Lorna loves her adoptive sister, Callie. But Callie can't
say "I love you" back. In fact, Callie can't say anything at all. Because Callie is an
Iceling--one of hundreds of teens who were discovered sixteen years ago on a
remote Arctic island, all of them lacking the ability to speak or understand any
known human language. Mysterious and panicked events lead to the two sisters
embarking on a journey to the north, and now Lorna starts to see that there's a lot
more to Callie's origin story than she'd been led to believe. Little does she know
what's in store, and that she's about to uncover the terrifying secret about
who--and what--Callie really is. From the Hardcover edition.

Kiss of Steel
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This volume includes contributions from the speakers of the Second IMD Congress
(September 10-15, 2007; Moscow, Russia) who were eager to share some of the
academic and clinical enthusiasm that defines the IMD meetings. The goal of the
International Immune-Mediated Diseases: From Theory to Therapy (IMD) Congress
is to bring the world’s best immunologists and clinicians to Moscow.
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